**Academic Year 2020**

- $900,000 awarded to undergraduate students for research and professional development.
- 1,600+ students engaged directly/virtually with HOUR staff.
- 2,640 undergrads are registered to use ForagerOne, HOUR’s undergraduate research opportunity platform.
- 100% of faculty at SOM, BSPH, KSAS, WSE, SON, CBS and SAIS have been recruited to engage with ForagerOne.

**Students Served**

Of the 760+ students who applied for research funding through HOUR programs:

- 39% Engineering
- 61% Arts & Sciences
- 37% First Generation
- 23% URM

Of the 216 students who were awarded research funding through HOUR programs:

- 44% Engineering
- 66% Arts & Sciences
- 34% First Generation
- 24% URM

**Transition to distanced resource delivery:**

- Fall: Introduced HOUR’s resources to hundreds of students at live events such as Orientation, seminars, SIF, classes, and DREAMS research presentation.
- Fall: Worked 1:1 with 300+ students via drop in office hours, scheduled meetings, phone or email.
- Spring & Summer: Created material for virtual presentation at webinars, meetings and 1:1 sessions for both live and on-demand use. Created workshop series on soft skills for researchers. Hundreds of students attended or accessed these sessions.
- Spring & Summer: Worked 1:1 with 200+ students via virtual drop in office hours, scheduled Zoom sessions, phone or email.

**NEW PARTNERSHIPS:**

- With student group SciComm: to empower students to direct the HOUR Student Seminar Series
- With student group Nu Rho Psi: to expand the URS (Undergraduate Research Symposium) to a university-wide event with virtual offerings
- With student group AgaraBio: to provide digital content and peer mentoring in the bio field
- With the Bloomberg Distinguished Professors: to create a summer enrichment program for undergraduates to compliment research programs

**HOUR students say....**

“It’s amazing what one person, one hour, and one pure desire to help others can do ... as a community college alumni, I am already blown away by how different Johns Hopkins is. I am still adjusting to a culture shock, a culture of abundance in resources and selflessness from so many people ... Thank you so much!”

-K. L. ‘23

“Thank you so much for your encouragement! I took it upon myself to explore ForagerOne and ended up immediately setting up a Zoom meeting and getting a research project with a math professor!”

-J.M. ‘23

---

**COVID-19 Response and Initiatives:**

- 1,000+ virtual engagements with students, faculty and partners via programs, office hours, applications, and inquiries
- 150+ students received HOUR summer program support
- $700K summer research grants awarded to undergraduates
- 87% summer research successfully transitioned to virtual opportunities
- 200+ opportunities and funding programs on our new searchable online database

**HOUR faculty say....**

“Just wanted you to know my 6 HOUR students are amazing...They are whip smart...Thank you for these wonderful students!”

-Jessica Fanzo, Bloomberg Distinguished Associate Professor
Berman Institute of Bioethics
Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced International Studies
Dept of International Health, Bloomberg School of Public Health

---

**FORAGERONE User Data**

- 2100 Average monthly logins have doubled+ over the past year
- 850 Average monthly logins have doubled+ over the past year
- 45% of student-faculty interactions have been interdisciplinary
- 73% of student-faculty interactions have been cross-divisional
- 58% of registered faculty are actively recruiting
- 90% of users find ForagerOne superior to other search methods

---
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